Abstract-This paper proposed a set of time series prediction models based on difference method(ASD). For a time series, the computer can automatically find the time series search method to filter out the ideal in ASD prediction model. For example, the forecast number of registered at the University of Alabama in 1971~1992 years, the ideal forecasting model is Aj (0.000003,0.000003), which can make the mean square error MSE=0 and the average prediction error rate AFER=0%, that thoroughly solve the unsatisfactory prediction accuracy of the existing fuzzy time series forecasting model. Keywords-differential rate; a set of time series prediction models; ASD's sum of fraction functions Kj (U, V)
INTRODUCTION
In year 1993, Song and Chissom [1] [2] [3] [4] firstly proposed fuzzy time series prediction model and successfully predicted the number of registered at the University of Alabama in year 1971~1992, based on the fuzzy set theory, but the prediction accuracy is not satisfactory. The registered number is shown in table C, and its distribution map is shown in figure 1 , that is actually a time series, which is undulating change radically. method to filter out the ideal in ASD prediction model Aj (0.000003,0.000003), mean square error MSE=0 and the average prediction error rate of AFER=0%, which obtain satisfactory prediction accuracy. Since then, the fuzzy time series forecasting model are emerging [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In year 2007, Jilani & Burney & Ardil [4, 5] used the concept of de-fuzzification, proposed a fuzzy time series forecasting model, simulated and predicted of the number of registered at the University of Alabama, obtained AFER=1.0242% MSE=41426 [5] ,which forecasting accuracy is the best since 2007, but still unsatisfactory. Affected by this literature, this paper proposed a set of time series prediction models based on ASD's sum of fraction functions K j (U, V), inverse function H j (U, V) and prediction function A j (U, V 
A j is the prediction number in year j.
Define2: For j∈{2,3,…,n}, and define that(u∈(0,1)) :
.
If u and V are respectively independent variables on specific values within the domain, established a prediction formula of Aj (U, V). which can simulate the historical data to predict the time series.
Define3: If u and V are respectively independent variables on specific values within the domain, many prediction model A j (U, V) can be obtained, that is a set of time series prediction models based on difference method, abbreviated as ASD.
The general element of ASD is A j (u,v). A j (u,v)not only represents the prediction formula, but also prediction models. 1971  1972  1973  1974  1975  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987  1988  1989  1990  1991  1992   13055  13563  13867  14696  15460  15311  15603  15861  16807  16919  16388  15433  15497  15145  15163  15984  16859  18150  18970  19328  19337  18876   -508  304  829  764  -149  292  258  946  112  -531  -955  64  -352  18  821  875  1291  820  358  9  -461   -13563  13867  14696  15460  15311  15603  15861  16807  16919  16388  15433  15497  15145  15163  15984  16859  18150  18970  19328  19337 Table C shows that the A j (0.000003,0.000003) is the ideal prediction model when predict the registered number at Alabama University in year 1971~1992,which obtain the satisfactory prediction accuracy.
